The **Axiom™ Curve Flush Headwall** provides all of the patient services in one compact flush mounted location leaving maximum floor area for patient care. The Flush Axiom is constructed of heavy-duty aluminum extrusions that are deep etched and clear anodized. Access panel color can be chosen from a wide variety of colors and textures including matching wall coverings. All services are connected at the top of the unit to preserve the integrity of the wall studs. An integral 1” finish trim provides for easy and clean installation without the worry of sheetrock and wall covering imperfections.

Units may be used as a pair to provide services to each side of the patient.

**Features**
- Standard vertical equipment tracks are part of each headwall
- Large selection of track accessories
- Flexible headwall designs—easily accepts customer options
- Durable, low maintenance construction
- Accepts all brands of medical gas outlets or nurse call systems

**Options**
- Nurse Call
- Medical Gas Outlets
- Equipotential Grounding System
- Emergency Electrical Receptacles
- Normal Electrical Receptacles
- Light Switches
- Vacuum Bottle Slides